Thanks for choosing Infinity Massage Chairs to help unlimit your wellness!
For best results, please follow these instructions in order.

This chair must be removed from the shipping container before powering on. The wooden frame on the bottom of the container will impede chair movement. Try to have two people, one on either side, lift the chair straight up using the metal frame. Carefully remove the armrests from their box and lay them flat on the floor. Remove the legrest from its box by gripping the front and back sides and carefully sliding it out.

Installation is complete! Enjoy your Overture massage chair!
ATTACHING THE ARMRESTS

Next, carefully insert the alignment nub on the arm with the corresponding socket on the chair body. Bump it into place and make sure it is secure:

Now tighten the Phillips screw on the hole of the arm until tight. Replace the rubber plug in place and repeat on the other armrest:

Finally, zip the backrest into place and put the velcro pillow in place.

ATTACHING THE LEGREST

Move the legrest over to the front of the chair. Attach the air hose to the air nozzle, marked with the yellow arrow below. Attach the two power cables to the connectors, marked with red arrows. Make sure the thumb release lines up with the right side of the connectors so they lock in.

Finally, zip the backrest into place and put the velcro pillow in place.
Remove the Phillips screw from the legrest axle holder on the front of the chair body. Flip up the axle holder into the position shown:

Make sure to install the axle bushings onto the axles on the legrest before placing the legrest on the chair:

Now place the legrest axles on the axle holders, lower the latch, and install the Phillips screws.

Attach the power cord and remote control to the chair, then power on the chair and put it into the zero gravity position (if it is not already in that position). Take one of the armrests and position it on the correct side of the chair—not fully in place, just enough so you can connect the air and power. Connect the air hoses as shown, Black to #1 and Gray to #2. Connect the power connector, carefully making sure the thumb button is lined up correctly and clicks into place:

Remove the rubber plug from the hole shown below in the arm. Under the plug is a captive Phillips screw for tightening on the arm. Lower the arm onto the metal frame of the chair carefully: